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The latest trends for the bedroom are here. It was the beds at Milan’s Salone del Mobile 2018 that
made a mark with a wide range of styles.
Projects presented came from some of the most important brands in the sector, showcasing a revived
interest in comfort with a look to steal the show.
Whether it helps set the mood or simply follows a pragmatic approach, a design bed should express
both comfort and wellness while representing the essence of the bedroom. Times have changed, and
the bed has become an item to put on display. Bedrooms are no longer just private, reserved spaces
to sleep, but a place to chat with friends, use your smartphone, or watch series.
From container beds to the redesign of famous pieces that have led the pack, we found four key
trends at this year’s Salone del Mobile: upholstered beds with a bold effect amplify the sensation of
privacy and softness that’s typical of the night area; re-editions of iconic models; thin, slender beds
that enchant with an almost oriental essentiality; super functional beds that stand the test of time. […]

Caccaro interprets functionality in a new way. The unusual container bed, Bag (pictured above), by
Monica Graffeo, welcomes a series of small objects in a pocket opening of the headboard, like a giant
clutch. The simple and intelligent idea was created to keep everyday items — books, cellphones,
glasses, and everything else that gets lost in the nightstand — right with the bed itself.

Caccaro once again reflects on the new social role of the bed with Groove (pictured above), which
features an entire system without a headboard, rather than a simple standalone product. By hiding
this traditional element, the entire structure is reinterpreted.
The series of unusual beds are framed by the wall itself, where a multifunctional shelving bar is
attached with support for various accessories like upholstered backrests or hanging hooks. All
accessories are completely optional and mobile and can be organized as you wish. A built-in audio
and lighting system are integrated which can easily be connected to your smartphone or tablet via
Bluetooth. […]
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